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Revision History: 

Version 1.0: 

 Initial publication. 

 

Beta Testing Note: 

The frequency domain Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) and Shock Response  

Spectrum (SRS) analysis programs are currently in Beta Test. It is intended that these analysis 

routines will become “premium features” and not be available in the “Basic” distribution* of the 

Post-Processor. However, while in Beta Test, they will be made available in the “Basic” 

distribution. 

Users that provide helpful feedback during the Beta Test will be upgraded to the “Premium” 

distribution when it becomes available for appreciation of their help. Feedback should be sent via 

the www.rafresearch.com/contact.html web page. 

* The “Basic” distribution of the Post-Processor is the version that is provided for free with a 

Rocket Data Logger purchase. 

 

  

http://www.rafresearch.com/contact.htmls
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1.0 Overview 
The ARLISS Data Logger is an electronics module that was designed to measure and record the 

stresses to which a payload is subjected during an ARLISS rocket flight(www.ARLISS.org).  

The Logger’s sensors measure tri-axis acceleration in forces in two ranges and tri-axis rotational 

movement. 

Data provided by the Loggers is intended to: 

 Help payload development teams to better understand the environment for which their 

satellites must be designed. 

 Permit rocket designs to be improved to provide a more consistent and less stressful flight 

for their payloads. 

 Provide failure analysis data to help determine the conditions leading up to rocket and 

payload damage. 

 Enable rocket designers to analyze vibrations and excessive roll to optimize their rocket 

and achieve higher speeds and altitudes.  

1.1 Logger Use Scenario 
The annual ARLISS launch event takes place over a five day period and is attended by over 

twenty international payload teams with over 50 M-class rocket launches. In 2014, fifteen 

payload carriers were instrumented with Data Loggers. There were more rockets than 

instrumented payload carriers, so some carriers were shared between fliers. This section 

describes the procedure that was used to collect the data from that launch event.  

At the beginning of the multi-day launch event, instrumented payload carriers were powered on 

and distributed to fliers. (These Loggers were equipped with higher capacity batteries that would 

last at least six days.) 

When payloads are ready to be launched, payload teams are matched with ready fliers; flight 

cards are filled out containing information about rocket/flier and payload (Flier/Rocket and 

Payload Team input tab data). The flight card is cut into two segments, flier and payload 

segments; and the rocket is launched. As each rocket and payload is recovered, the flight results 

portion of each segment of the flight card is filled in and the flight card segments are returned to 

the event launch coordinator. 

After the last flight of the event, the fliers return the Logger instrumented carriers to the ARLISS 

flight coordinator and the Loggers are powered off.  
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Eventually all the flight card segments and MicroSD-cards are given to the post-processing slave 

(me), the data is post-processed and published.  

(See http://www.rafresearch.com/arlissdatalogger/flightdata/ARLISS2014/index.xml) 

1.2 Logger Data Analysis 
The data that the Logger records to the “binary file” on the MicroSD-card is in raw sensor 

format. This data is post-processed on a PC/Mac to perform: 

 Recording checksum error detection/correction (sample interpolation) 

 Digital filtering 

 Flight analysis 

 Flight anomaly detection 

 Vibration and shock analysis 

 Presentation graphics generation 

 Generation of a detailed spreadsheet file (.xls) to support additional custom analysis 

 Flight report generation (web ready) 

The user is able to perform the post-processing and control processing options via graphic user 

interface (GUI). The user controls tell the Post-Processor the type of data it is analyzing (rocket 

launch, impact test, other) and selects the filtering and charting to be performed. The GUI also 

selects the time windows to be analyzed for vibration and shock. 

The result of the Post-Processing is a directory (folder) of files that compose a web report. By 

opening the top level file in the directory (index.xml) with a web browser, a multimedia report is 

presented to the viewer. The presented report consists of tabular data, an interactive chart, and 

several static charts of key characteristics of the flight. 

The entire directory may be uploaded to the web for immediate publication. 

Occasionally, unusual phenomena are observed in the published flight results and additional 

custom analysis needs to be performed. This is supported by the generation of a sub-millisecond 

resolution spreadsheet file (.xls).  
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2.0 Quick Start Install 
Make sure that the computer that you are using has Java installed. The oldest release of the 

installed Java SE Run-time Environment (jre) supported is version 1.5. If you don’t have Java or 

your installed version is older, then download and install Java from 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html . 

Download the Post-Processor (ADL_installer.jar) from the www.rafresearch.com Rocket Data 

Logger web page. A Java Archive File (.jar) is very similar to a Zip Archive File (.zip), except 

that it is typically associated with Java. If your Java installation is typical, then you can launch 

the installer by double clicking on the file. If that doesn’t work, then open a command window, 

use the “cd” command to navigate to the directory containing ADL_installer.jar. Then, enter: 

java –jar ADL_installer.jar 

When the ADL_installer.jar is launched the below small window will appear on your screen. 

 

Select OK, and continue through the install process.  

Note: We recommend checking the box for the installer to create a desktop shortcut, 

because the Post-Processor requires more memory than the Java Virtual Machine 

normally requests. The shortcut will request the additional required memory. 

Once installed, use the desktop shortcut that you created to launch the Post-Processor. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
http://www.rafresearch.com/
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3.0 ARLISS Data Logger Post-Processer GUI 
The post-processor application is presented using a graphical user interface that can be run under 

Windows, Mac-OSX, or Linux. Presentation is organized via several tabbed panes. 

 Flight pane – The graphics pane from which the data analysis programs are run. 

 Payload Team pane – The graphics pane used to collect information regarding the 

payload and the payload team. 

 Flier/Rocket pane – The graphics pane used to collect information regarding the rocket 

and the flier. 

It is common that Flight, Payload, and Flier information for a flight arrives separately, so the 

structure of these panes has been designed to support that likelihood. The Flight pane deals with 

the recordings from the Logger’s MicroSD-card. Typically several flights are recorded to a 

MicroSd-card before the data is post-processed. It is common for the MicroSD-cards to “be 

turned in” at the end of the flight event. The Payload pane deals with information which is 

typically written on the “payload section” of the “flight card”. The Flier pane also deals with 

information typically written on the “flight card”, but sometimes before the flight, the flight card 

is cut and the “payload section” is given to the payload team leader so that after the payload is 

recovered and examined, its condition can be reported. This results in in the recording MicroSD-

card, the Flier part of the flight card, and the Payload part of flight card arriving at different 

times.  

Some data from the Payload pane and the Flier pane is used during he flight analysis, so the 

information from those panes must be entered before the final run of the Post-Processor. 

3.1 Flight Tab Pane 
The bottom section of this pane permits the user to establish a workspace directory and select the 

post-processing options. It is expected that these settings will remain relatively constant 

throughout a launch event. When saved, these settings will be restored in future sessions of the 

Post-Processor application is launched. 

The top section of this pane is used to specify the flight data input file to be post-processed, the 

output directory to be created/used for post-processing output files, and run the Post-Processor. 
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3.1.1 Processing Controls 

Flight Date / Time 

These fields are the flight date and time written on the flight card. This information is used to 

help match a recording file with a flight card. It is also displayed as part of the flight report’s 

header. 

To enter a flight date, click on the “…” box to the right of the “Flight Date” field. Then select the 

correct day from the calendar pop-up image. 

Input File 

This field should be set to the path and name of the MicroSD-card Logger raw data file (.RDT). 

The “Browse” button may be used to assist navigating the file system.  
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When the Post-Processor is launched, the “input file” path is initialized to the value of the saved 

“Workspace Directory”. During a session, the last value of this field of retained. 

Output Directory 

This field should be set to the path and name of the flight directory to be used for this flight. The 

“Browse” button may be used to assist navigating the file system. All of the Post-Processing 

output files will be generated in this directory. The “input file” will also be copied into this 

directory under the name “FLIGHT.RDT” to facilitate experimental reprocessing. 

When the Post-Processor is launched, the “output directory” path is initialized to the value of the 

saved “Workspace Directory”. During a session, the last value of this field of retained. 

Run 

Execute the Post-Processing application using the options set in the “Processing Options” of this 

pane. When this button is pressed, The “Progress Window” is displayed. 

 

When Post-Processing is complete, the “Progress Window” is closed and the output files will be 

available in the Output Directory. 
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All progress, informational, warning, and error messages that were issued during the run are 

written to the “Message Window”. (The “Message Window” is often hidden under the “Data 

Logger Post-Processor Window”, and that window may need to be moved to see the “Message 

Window”.) 

 

If problems occur using the Post-Processor the messages in this window will help identify the 

source of the problem. Please attach a copy of these messages to any e-mail indicating trouble. 

Exit 

This button terminates the Post-Processor application and closes all windows.  The standard 

operating system application close icon in the window header may also be used to exit the Post-

Processor. 

3.1.2 Processing Options 

Data Characteristics 

This set of radio buttons informs the Post-Processor of the nature of the data it is to analyze.  

If “Analyze as rocket flight” is selected, then the data will be expected to have the 

characteristics of a rocket flight. A rocket flight is divided into four flight phases; launch, coast, 

deployment, and recovery. The flight “up axis” is determined by examining the accelerometers 

shortly before the launch. (The same data is used to report “launch pad tilt” in the flight report.) 

Acceleration in the “up-axis” dimension is examined to detect motor burn-out, the deployment 

pyro-event, and a quiet period after the deployment pyro-event. The launch phase/coast phase 

transition is determined by motor thrust falling below 10% of the maximum motor thrust and 
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maintaining the <10% level for 2 seconds. The coast/deployment phase transition is determined 

by “up-axis” acceleration exceeding 5g. The deployment/recovery phase transition is determined 

by starting 15 seconds beyond the beginning of the deployment phase and moving earlier in time 

until “up-axis” acceleration magnitude is >2g. The deployment phase is then expanded in both 

directions to include a few samples at the end of the coast phase and at the beginning of the 

recovery phase. 

These flight phases are then analyzed with differing criteria. If this option is used to analyze 

recorded data that cannot be divided into flight phases using the above criteria, erroneous results 

will be generated. 

If “Analyze as impact test” is selected the recorded data will be examined expecting a single 

impact. (At the time of this writing, this feature is still being developed.) 

If “Other” is selected, full recording acceleration and gyroscope charts and the .xls spreadsheet 

are created, but most analysis programs are disabled. 

Launch Pwr Analysis 

This control permits the user to specify the number of data points to be used in the launch phase 

Time Domain Acceleration Power Density Analysis and Acceleration Spectral Density Analysis. 

The number of data samples must be a power of 2. The selections are presented in units of 

seconds (corresponding to 2
6
 to 2

14
 data samples). 

The selection made should be closest to the expected duration of this initial analysis (expected 

motor burn time).The value of a vibration analysis on a very short duration event is questionable.  

The Shock Response Spectrum for the launch phase does not have a “power of two” limit and 

will always be created with a 12 second duration. 

Workspace Directory 

This field should be set to the path of the Event Workspace directory. This path is used as a base 

path for input file and output directory fields on this and other panes. 

It is anticipated that future extensions of the Post-Processor will support libraries and other event 

related data collections off of this directory. 

See the Data Organization chapter for more information on how to structure a workspace 

directory. 
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Interactive Chart 

This control selects the flight phase to be extracted for the interactive pan and zoom chart. The 

chart uses JavaScript and Scalable Vector Graphics so the chart data is limited to 12 seconds to 

make page load time bearable. 

The chart to the left is an example of 

“1
st
 Impulse Launch” being selected. 

This rocket has been determined to 

be flying Y-axis up.  

Note that the static PNG launch 

chart performs an up-axis correction 

for gravity (1g * cos(tilt_angle) is 

subtracted from the up-axis data 

points). That adjustment is not made 

to data displayed by this chart. 

A zoom window may be created by 

dragging the mouse over a region of 

the “Zoom:” axis at the bottom of 

the chart. Subsequent re-zooming or 

panning are performed by dragging 

the edges or middle of the zoom 

window. 

Clicking on a legend box will toggle the display of its associated data series. 

Data Filters  

Filter controls are provided to independently control filtering of the two accelerometers 
and the gyroscope. (The IMU Accelerometer’s range is ±16g. The ADXL Accelerometer’s 
range is ±200g.) The data from the IMU is received in digital form with some undisclosed 
filtering performed by the IMU chip before it is delivered. It seems to lag behind the ADXL 
by a couple samples. The data from the ADXL is received in analog form. It is processed by a 
2nd order Bessel Op-Amp filter (1.3KHz corner) before it is converted to digital format. This  
2nd order filter leaves substantial high frequency noise in the signal so applying additional 
digital filtering to the ADXL is recommended. 
 
The specific characteristics of the available filters are described in the Data Filters chapter. 
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2nd Vibration Window 

The launch phase is automatically has vibration analysis performed upon it. This control selects a 

second phase or time window to be analyzed. This control applies to both Time Domain 

Acceleration Power Density Analysis and Acceleration Spectral Density Analysis.  

The field at the bottom of the panel permits the duration of the analysis to be selected. The 

number of data samples must be a power of 2. The selections are presented in units of seconds 

(corresponding to 2
6
 to 2

14
 data samples). The selection made should be closest to the expected 

duration of this analysis.  

Note that the frequency domain Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) vibration analysis is a 

premium feature and available only in “Premium” versions of the Post-Processor. However, 

while this analysis is being beta tested it is being made available in the “Basic” version. See the 

Beta Test note in the “front matter” for more information. 

2nd Shock Window 

The launch phase is automatically selected for Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) analysis. This 

control selects a second phase or time window to be analyzed. A 12 second time window starting 

at the selection is selected for a seconds analysis. 

Note that the Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) analysis is a premium feature and available only 

in “Premium” versions of the Post-Processor. However, while this analysis is being beta tested it 

is being made available in the “Basic” version. See the Beta Test appendix for more information. 

Save/Reload Options 

Preferences are stored persistently (available to future sessions of the Post–Processor) in an 

operating system dependent backing store. When the Post-Processor is launched or when the 

“Reload Options” button is pressed, the settings are read in from the backing store. When the 

“Save Options” button is pressed, the current settings are written to the backing store. 

3.2 Flier/Rocket Tab Pane 
This pane enriches the web flight report by providing documentation on rocket used and its flier. 

Its content was determined by the parameters our rocket organization thought may be related to 

the damage being observed on student payloads. 
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Most of the fields are user entered data that the flier wrote on the ARLISS flight card. The 

ARLISS rocket is a single stage rocket that uses two deployment charges. (More information is 

available at http://arliss.org and http://www.arliss.org/pdf/ARLISS-M_DesignGuide-1_1.pdf 

When an ARLISS rocket reaches apogee the “parachute deployment” charge is fired. The rocket 

is split into two sections and each section deploys a “main” parachute. The student payload is 

housed in a logger instrumented payload carrier housed just below the nosecone in the upper 

airframe section. Six seconds later the “payload deployment” charge is fired. Those six seconds 

provide time for the two air frame sections to separate in space and for the upper airframe to 

orient itself so that its nosecone is downward. The second charge ejects both the nosecone (it has 

its own parachute) and the logger instrumented payload carrier. The instrumented carrier is 

ejected downward and proceeds until it reaches the end of its tether. The tether abruptly halts the 

carrier which releases the payload contained inside it. 

So that was the theory, the original ARLISS Data Loggers were developed to find out what was 

really happening. 

http://arliss.org/
http://www.arliss.org/pdf/ARLISS-M_DesignGuide-1_1.pdf
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All of the data fields are written to the Flier.xml file that is written to the output directory, when 

the save button is pressed. Most of the data fields on this page are text fields that are simply 

presented on the flight report. Some of the data fields have special uses. Those are described 

below. 

Motor 

The motor field is passed to the analysis program. If a “normal range” file contains specification 

data for this motor, the motor parameters are compared to the “normal range” specification in 

that file. Parameters falling outside the ranges are flagged as “Anomalies”. 

Link to raw data file and Link to PDF file 

These fields create HTTP links to the associated files. If a simple file name is entered (such as in 

the above figure), the file must be copied into the output directory to be successful. A link to an 

external web location must be a fully specified URL (http://etc.com/datafile_location). 

Load Flier Data 

Not yet implemented. (future library stuff) 

Save Flier Data 

Writes the data to the Flier.xml file in the output directory. 

Cancel / Reload 

Clears the data fields in the pane and reinitializes them with data from the Flier.xml file in the 

output directory. 

3.3 Payload Team Data Pane 
This pane enriches the web flight report by providing documentation on payload that was flown 

and the team that developed it. It also provides a binding between specific damage occurring and 

the flight may have caused it. (Damage may also have occurred after the payload was deployed.) 

All of the data fields are written to the Team.xml file that is written to the output directory, when 

the save button is pressed. All of the data fields on this page are text fields that are simply 

presented on the flight report. 

http://etc.com/datafile_location
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Load Team Data 

Not yet implemented. (future library stuff) 

Save Team Data 

Writes the data to the Team.xml file in the output directory. 

Cancel / Reload 

Clears the data fields in the pane and reinitializes them with data from the Team.xml file in the 

output directory. 
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4.0 Data Organization 

4.1 Event Workspace Directory 
To make navigating to input files and output directories easier, the Post-Processor supports the 

specification of a workspace directory. (Note that on some computers the term “folder” is used to 

refer to a directory.) The first time a “Browse” button is pressed for an input file or output 

directory, the file path will initialize to the path of the workspace directory.  We recommend that 

you create your output directories inside the workspace directory. This helps organize your 

output and reduces the number of mouse clicks necessary to specify the output directory 

locations. During a session once an input file or output directory is specified, pressing the 

“Browse” button will resume navigating from the previous location. 

The workspace directory is specified on the Post-Processor’s Flight tab page in the Processing 

Options section. Once a workspace directory is specified, it may be saved (by pressing the “Save 

Options” button).  

 

For multiday events, where a large number of flights will be recorded, we recommend that the 

contents of MicroSD-cards are also copied into a directory within the workspace directory. We 

have found that the below directory structure works well for multiday events with dozens of 

recorded flights. 
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Two directories, RawData and Results are created under the workspace directory. The contents 

of each MicroSD-card are copied into a directory under the RawData directory. An additional 

layer of directories (one for each day) for Post-Processing results is created under the Results 

directory. This structure provides for a good organization of the data and navigation to any file 

requires only a few mouse clicks. 

The “file chooser” invoked by the “Browse” buttons will alphabetize its selection list. With this 

in mind directory names may be constructed to control the order in which selections are 

presented. The underlined directory names in the above figure have been constructed so that they 

are meaningful and presented in a logical order. 

Directory structures like the one above may be constructed via either the Post-Processor’s 

“Browse” button (file chooser) or the native file management tools of your computer.  
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5.0 Data Filters 
The user may independently select the filter to be used on each type of data. This section 

describes the details of the available filters. The filtered is used for all charting and summary 

reporting. Unfiltered data is used for the xls spreadsheet, Time Domain Acceleration Power 

Density Analysis (TDA), Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD), and Shock Response Spectrum 

(SRS). 

5.1 Three Point Moving Average (3 point MA) 
Three point moving average a simple smoothing filter that causes no phase delay to the output 

result. 

result[0] = sample[0] 

result[i] = (sample[i-1] + sample[i] + sample[i+1]) / 3.0  

result[last] = sample[last] 

 

5.2 Sinc Filter 
Uses 41-tap Blackman Windowed Sinc FIR Low-Pass Filter 

* frequency cutoff = .4 * sample_rate 

* transition region = .1 * sample_rate 

* Ripple in pass-band and stop-band is 0.02% 

* Zero-phase delay. 

* Based on a sample rate of 1344, then  

* freq_cutoff = 605 Hz and trans_reg = 134 Hz. 

 

This filter is not performing as expected. High frequencies are not being attenuated as much as 

expected. The code seems to be correct, but the cutoff frequency probably needs to be set to a 

smaller fraction of the sample frequency for the filter to be effective. I recommend using the  

“3 point MA” filter. 
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6.0 Rocket Flight Analysis 
The recorded flight data is analyzed to extract key flight characteristics and detect flight 

anomalies. The characteristics and detected anomalies are written to the index.xml file in the 

output directory. The data in this file is formatted and displayed on as the flight summary web 

page. The XML data can also, in the future, be loaded into a database and/or data mined to 

search for correlations.  

The analysis will report flight anomalies. Flight anomalies are defined as data which falls outside 

the ranges and limits defined in the Ranges.xml file. A Ranges.xml is provided with the Post-

Processor and resides in the installation directory. The user may modify this file or create a flight 

specific Range.xml file that resides in the flight output directory. If a Ranges.xml file is not 

found in the output directory, then the Range.xml file in the installation directory is loaded. 

From the collected data it is possible to determine which ARLISS Data Logger axis is oriented 

generally upward. Normally for ARLISS flights, the sensor’s +Z axis will be oriented upward, 

however analysis will be valid provided any of the six sensor axes (+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, or –Z) 

are oriented upward. The analysis assumes that this upward axis is aligned with the center line of 

the rocket and that the sensor origins are not at such a distance from this center-line that rocket 

roll will cause significant centripetal force pollution to the sensors. The data collected for this 

axis will be analyzed to determine launch and deployment characteristics. The data for the other 

axes will be analyzed to detect side impacts. 

Before launch, while the rocket is resting on the launch pad, the “launch angle” (also known as 

launch pad tilt) can be determined. The launch angle is used in some analysis steps to determine 

the contribution of the Earth’s gravity to sensor readings. 

Each flight is divided into time windows called phases, the “launch phase”, the “coast phase”, 

the “deployment phase”, and the “recovery phase”. Note that the analysis will not correctly 

analyze a multistage flight. 

6.1 Launch Phase Analysis 
The “launch phase” is defined as the time from motor ignition to motor burn-out. “Motor ignition 

time (ti)” is defined as the time of the first data sample in the “launch detect buffer” (typically ti 

= -.18 seconds.). “Motor burn-out time (tbo)” is defined as the point in time where the motor 

thrust drops below 10% of the maximum motor thrust and stays below this level for at least the 2 

seconds.  

For example, if a rocket motor generates 8 Gs peak acceleration and at t = 7 seconds it drops 

below .8 Gs and stays below .8 Gs (10% of 8 Gs) for 2 seconds, then tbo = 7 seconds.  
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However, if at t = 7 seconds thrust dropped below .8 Gs seconds, but again exceeded .8Gs from  

t = 7.25 seconds to 7.5 seconds due to a chuff, then tbo will be computed as tbo = 7.5 seconds, 

provided that the .8 G threshold was not exceeded until after t = 9.5 seconds. The time interval 

from ti to tbo is called the “launch window”. Upward axis data from the IMU is analyzed. 

Analysis begins at t0 and proceeds forward in time. Since the Launch Detection Algorithm 

detected launch, it is known that at least one G of positive acceleration (in addition to gravity) is 

being applied along this upward axis. Maximum motor thrust is initialized as the measured 

upward axis acceleration at t = 0 minus the Earth’s gravity adjustment. Then, as data points are 

processed, the maximum motor thrust will then be increased to the largest data point processed.   

It is assumed that the “launch angle” is constant during the “launch window”.  The “launch 

angle” is used to cancel the effects of Earth’s gravity upon the measured acceleration. 

Normally IMU acceleration will be used for launch phase analysis, however if peak acceleration 

during this phase exceeds the specification for the IMU, then ADXL acceleration will be used for 

the entire launch phase analysis. 

This phase will be analyzed to produce the following summary data. 

 motor burn time (tbo-ti; units: seconds) 

 launch angle (units: degrees from vertical) 

 total motor impulse (units: g*seconds) 

 average motor thrust over the first 0.5 seconds of flight (units: gs) 

 average motor thrust over the duration of the launch window (units: gs) 

 maximum motor thrust averaged over a 0.1 sec moving interval (units: gs) 

 average roll rate (units: Hz) 

 maximum roll rate averaged over a 0.1 sec moving interval (units: Hz) 

 maximum sideways acceleration (units: gs) 

Detected flight anomalies detected are: 

 motor burn time outside normal range 

 motor impulse outside normal range 

 motor average thrust outside normal range 

 launch angle exceeds limit 

 initial (first ½ second) average thrust less than limit 

 sideways acceleration greater than limit 

Note that normal ranges and limits are defined in the Ranges.xml file. 
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6.2 Coast Phase Analysis 
The coast phase is defined as the flight time period between the launch phase and the deployment 

phase.  

This phase will be analyzed to produce the following summary data. 

 maximum acceleration (units: g) 

 average roll rate (units: Hz) 

 maximum roll rate averaged over a moving 0.1 second interval (units: Hz), and the time 

of this maximum 

 roll rotations to apogee (includes launch phase roll) 

Detected flight anomalies detected are: 

 sideways acceleration magnitude exceeding limit 

6.3 Deployment Phase Analysis 
The “deployment phase” is the time from the parachute deployment event until a relatively quiet 

acceleration period occurs. See section 3.1.2 for a more precise definition. It is expected that the 

deployment phase may contain the parachute deployment charge pyro-shock, the parachute 

opening shock, backup parachute deployment pyro-shock, payload deployment pyro-shock, 

carrier tether at extent shocks (some elastic bouncing), and backup carrier deployment charge 

pyro-shock. For this phase, the ADXL accelerometer (±200 Gs) will be used. 

This phase will be analyzed to produce the following summary data. 

 first deployment pyro-charge time (units: seconds) 

 duration of the “deployment phase” (units: seconds) 

 maximum positive acceleration measured on the upward axis (g) and the time of this 

maximum, this is commonly one of the deployment pyro-charges 

 maximum negative acceleration measured on the  upward axis (g) and the time of this 

maximum, this is commonly the parachute opening and catching air 

 maximum magnitude of sideways acceleration (g) and the time of this maximum 

 time delay after the first pyro-charge is fired until the phototransistor detects light (this is 

defined as the “payload deployment delay”) 

Detected flight anomalies detected are: 

 duration of the “deployment phase” greater than limit 
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 maximum magnitude  of positive acceleration measured on the upward axis greater than 

limit 

 maximum magnitude of negative acceleration measured on the upward axis greater than 

limit 

 maximum magnitude of sideways acceleration exceeding limit 

 “payload deployment delay” outside normal range 

6.4 Recovery Phase Analysis 
The recovery window is defined as the flight time period after the deployment phase. No analysis 

is performed for this phases. 

6.5 User Analysis 
The generated spreadsheet file may be used for further user charting and analysis. Refer to 

Appendix B: Flight.xls Format for a description of this file. 
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7.0 The Flight Report (index.xml) 
The Logger Post-Processor generates a directory containing several files that compose the Flight 

Report. (See Appendix A: Result Directory Contents for a description of each file.) The 

index.xml file is the top level file. Open it using your browser. Launching it from the file 

manager should automatically open it with your default browser. The first section of the flight 

report is shown below. (Full size charts are available at 

http://www.rafresearch.com/arlissdatalogger/flightdata/ARLISS2014/08Monday/Bob/index.xml ) 

 

The first part of the report title, “ARLISS Flight” is originated from the <name> field in the 

Ranges.xml file that was used to process these results. The second part of the title originates 

from the Date and Time entered on the Flight pane. 

The “Rocket Summary:” section is sourced from the Flier.xml file, which is created from the 

Flier/Rocket pane, except for the spreadsheet link, which is a part of the index.xsl template. 

The “Payload Data:” section is sourced from the Team.xml file, which is created by the Payload 

Team pane. 

http://www.rafresearch.com/arlissdatalogger/flightdata/ARLISS2014/08Monday/Bob/index.xml
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The “Anomalies:” section is originated from the generated index.xml file. Anomalies are flight 

parameters that have been analyzed and determined to be outside the “normal ranges” and limits 

specified by the Ranges.xml file used in the flight analysis. 

7.1 Flight Charts 
The interactive “Pan and Zoom Chart” shown above is described in section 3.1.2 Processing 

Options. 

The below row of charts display filtered recorded acceleration and gyroscope rate data. If any of 

the above thumbnail charts are clicked a high resolution version of the chart will be loaded into a 

browser tab. This is true in general for all the thumbnail charts on the report web page. 

 

The first two charts are the acceleration and gyroscope rates for the entire recording period. The 

X, Y, and Z axes data series are presented. If the Logger’s photocell transitioned from dark to 

light during the recording a yellow vertical line will be displayed on the chart at the time the 

transition occurred. ADXL acceleration data is used for the first chart. The positive data will 

always be plotted in the upward direction, so if the Logger is flown with the –Y axis upward, 

then the motor thrust curve will be displayed in the downward direction. (This is also true for all 

charts on this web page. 

The third chart is of acceleration for the launch phase. Before the chart is generated, the data to 

be charted is examined. If the magnitude of data to be plotted exceeds 16g, then ADXL data will 

be charted, otherwise IMU data will be charted. Upward axis gravity correction is performed on 

this chart. Upward axis acceleration is reduced by about 1g to cancel the effect of gravity and 

present an accurate motor thrust curve. (Note that the upward axis acceleration reduction actually 

the cosine of the computed launch pad tilt.) 

The forth chart is ADXL acceleration for the deployment phase. If the Logger’s photocell 

transitioned from dark to light during the phase a yellow vertical line will be displayed on the 

chart at the time the transition occurred.  

Specific deployment events are clearly visible in this chart. (See below.) 
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Example: Deployment chart events from the above ARLISS flight. 

Time Event 

27.8 Parachute deployment pyro-charge fires 38g CD3 

28.7-29.3 Parachute inflates 

33.8 Payload deployment pyro-charge fires 24g CD3 

34.2 Logger photocell is exposed to light meaning that the payload has exited the 

payload carrier. (Payload was successfully retained until main chute deployment 

+6 seconds as planned.) 

 

 

7.2 Time Domain Power Density Analysis (TDA) 
The below row from the flight chart displays the results of the TDA analysis for the launch phase 

and the deployment phase of the flight. The second time window used by the TDA software is 

selectable by controls on the “Flight pane”. 
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Often acceleration events results in oscillations that are visible in Logger’s acceleration charts. A 

measure of the power of such an event is the area under the magnitude of the measured 

acceleration. For this analysis, the X, Y, and Z components of each sample are each squared and 

multiplied by the sample period. The three dimensional magnitude of the results for each sample 

is then computed. The tabular for of these analysis results can be downloaded by clicking on the 

“Download .csv file” link under the respective thumbnail image. High resolution plots of the 

results are available by clicking on the thumbnail image. 

7.3 Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) 
The Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) is determined by selecting a data interval that contains 

a power of two number of samples and performing a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) upon it 

to map the data from the time domain to the frequency domain. The power is determined by 

squaring the complex result and normalizing it to the number of frequency bins. 

 

This analysis is coupled to the above TDA analysis, analyzing the same sample data. The ASD 

chart displays how the power content is distributed across a frequency spectrum. The TDA chart 

can be used to determine the time interval across which this power is spread. 

The ASD is primarily used for vibration analysis, not short interval shocks. Several resources are 

available to help understand vibration and vibration measurements. I recommend Harris’ Shock 

and Vibration Handbook, by Cyril Harris. 
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7.4 Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) Analysis 
The preferred method of measuring shocks (short duration impulse or vibration events) is to use 

a Shock Response Spectrum (SRS). The calculation of a SRS requires that the recorded 

accelerations are played back into an array of single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. 

 

All of the SDOFs in the array have the same 5% damping factor, but widely distributed natural 

frequencies. (To produce results that can be read well on a logarithmic plot, we modeled six 

SDOFs per octave throughout the frequency range to be analyzed.) During the play-back of the 

sample data the peak response of each SDOF is captured and plotted. 

 

Again I recommend the above referenced Harris book for more information regarding the SRS 

and shock measurement, especially Chapter 26, Part II which deals with pyroshocks. 

One important characteristic of pyroshock is the knee in the SRS curve. If the acceleration 

sensors are very close to the pyrotechnic charge, they will make a “near field” recording. Further 

away, they will make a “far field” recording. The characteristics of a “near field” recording are 

data series that generally increase left to right across and off the chart. A “far field” recording 

contains a knee where acceleration starts to reduce with higher frequencies. A pyro-charge 

produces energy across a very large frequency range. However, energy at the higher frequencies 

drops off very quickly with distance.  If the SRS chart does not show this a knee, then the 

frequency response of the acceleration sensor is not adequate for measuring the recorded shock. 

So far, the frequency response of the ADXL accelerometer has proved more than capable of 
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handling the shock events of high power rocketry. (Including being a couple inches away from a 

black powder deployment charge that was measured at 174g and peaking over 300g in the SRS.) 

The SRS analysis program implements David Smallwood’s “Improved Recursive Formula for 

Calculating Shock Response Spectra”. David claims: The formula will give good results over a 

wide frequency range with a natural frequency of much less than the sample rate to many times 

the sample rate. The only requirement is that the input waveform is reasonably well band limited 

to less than the Nyquist frequency. But, I have noticed that SRS acceleration seems to become 

exaggerated as Natural Frequencies near the ADXL’s 1.3 kHz sample rate. Users should be 

skeptical of SRS values over 800 Hz. It seems that the true results are less than the values values 

in the SRS chart. We have decided to continue to plot the higher frequencies, because the 

potential error fits the SRS’s nature of a maxi analysis. 

7.5 Flight Phase Summaries 
The Flight Report then presents tables of summary statistics by phase. 

 

“Motor thrust, 1st 1/2 second” is the motor thrust averaged over the first ½ second of the motor 

burn. Usually, a rocket will leave the launch rail in about ½ second. If acceleration is too low 

during this period the rocket will be traveling too slowly for its fins to stabilize the rocket. This 

rocket averaged 4.0g over this period, which is below the minimum limit coded in the 

Ranges.xml file, so it if flagged as an anomaly (red). 

“Motor thrust, maximum average over 0.1 sec” is a measurement of maximum motor thrust. The 

number presented is the maximum thrust detected using a sliding 0.1 second averaging window. 

The averaging is performed to eliminate short duration spikes. 

Roll rates (and other gyroscope rates) are presented in Hertz (Hz), which is equivalent to 

rotations per second. 

The Logger keeps track of time starting at the time it is powered on. This flight occurred 1 hour 

29 minutes, and 28 seconds after the Logger was switched on. 
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The above table states that the 1
st
 pyro-charge was fired 27.7 seconds into the flight. It then took 

8.0 seconds for the accelerations to drop quiesce below 5g. (This calculation starts 15 seconds 

after the pyro-charge time and examines data backward looking for a >5g sample.)  

The Payload eject delay indicate that the Logger photocell detected light (payload deployed) 6.4 

seconds after the parachute deployment pyro-charge fired. The photocell detected light 34.2 

seconds into the flight. 

7.6 Other Flight Details 
Most of the data presented in the below section was entered by the user into the Flier/Rocket 

pane and stored into the Flier.xml file. 

 

The text entries the user types into the below “link” fields are presented as hypertext links. Click 

on them will open the linked document in a browser tab. 
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The Logger serial number field is generated by the Logger. 
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 Result Directory Contents Appendix A: 
A directory is created for each Post-Processor run. All of the output files generated by the Post-

Processor are stored in this directory.  

 d3_v2.js – A local copy of http://d3js.org/d3.v2.js so that local interactive charts can be 

viewed in the absence of an internet connection. 

 DeployAccel.png – Acceleration chart of the deployment phase of the flight. 

 DeployData.js – The data which is displayed in the interactive chart. 

 DeploySVG.html – The html for the interactive chart’s iframe. 

 FFTChart1.png – The launch phase frequency domain Acceleration Spectral Density 

(ASD) chart. 

 FFTChart2.png – The frequency domain Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) chart for 

the user selectable time window. 

 FFTData1.csv – The tabular data that matches the FFTChart1.png chart.  

 FFTData2.csv – The tabular data that matches the FFTChart2.png chart. 

 Flier.xml – User entered information describing the rocket used during the flight. 

 Flight.RDT – A copy of the raw ARLISS Data Logger data that was used to create the 

above files. The data can be reprocessed with different processing options from this file. 

 Flight.xls – A spreadsheet file containing millisecond level flight data. 

 FlightAccel.png – Acceleration chart of the entire flight. 

 FlightGyro.png – Gyroscope rate chart of the entire flight. 

 FltProfile.TXT – A text summary chart of acceleration activity during the recording. 

 index.xml – A browser viewable page that summarizes the flight and provides links to 

detailed data. This is the top level file that links to all others in the directory. 

 index.xsl – The display template used for index.xml. 

 LaunchAccel.png – Acceleration chart of the launch phase of the flight. 

 ShockChart1.png – The launch phase Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) chart. 

 ShockChart2.png – The Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) chart for the user selectable 

time window. 

 ShockData1.csv – The tabular data that matches the ShockChart1.png chart.  

 ShockData2.csv – The tabular data that matches the ShockChart2.png chart. 

 Team.xml – Information on the payload that the rocket carried. 

 thumb<*>.png – The thumbnail version of the indicated PNG chart. 

 VibChart1.png – The launch phase Time Domain Acceleration Power Density (TDA) 

chart. 

 VibChart2.png – The Time Domain Acceleration Power Density (TDA) chart for the user 

selectable time window. 
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 VibData1.csv – The tabular data that matches the VibChart1.png chart.  

 VibData2.csv – The tabular data that matches the VibChart2.png chart. 
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 Flight.xls Format Appendix B: 
The Flight.xls file is one of the files created in the output directory. Many spreadsheet programs 

are able to read or import this file format. 

The term record is used to refer to a row of cells in the spreadsheet that has a defined set of 

column definitions. The spreadsheet file is composed of several sections of different record 

types. Each section is started with a header row. The first column in each row indicates the type 

of the record (RecordID). 

RecordID Description 

A0 Flight Header Header Record 

A1 Flight Header Data Record  

C0 Calibration Header Record 

C1 Calibration Data Record 

D0 Pad Tilt Header Record 

D1 Pad Tilt Data Record 

F0 Flight Data Header Record 

F2 Launch Detect Data Record 

F4 Flight Data Record 

<blank> Blank row. Used to separate spreadsheet sections. 

* Comment record. 

In general, a header record contains the column titles for the for the data records that follow it. 

Header records are provided only for the convenience of humans viewing the files. 

Flight Header Records (A0 & A1): 

 

 

The microcontroller used in the Logger does not perform floating point operations efficiently, so 

instead it uses fixed point fractional precision arithmetic to create its .csv spreadsheet file. 

Therefore the conversion factor formats the microcontroller uses are different from those used by 

the post-processing software and some .csv file header values will differ from .xls values. 
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Field Description 

Board ID 
The Logger’s serial number. This field should be considered 

alphanumeric. 

Flight Number 

An incrementing number. Starts at 1 when the Logger powered-on. 

Increments after every flight. (Currently not used. Instead the unique 

flight number is built into the Flight Data File name.) 

Firmware Version Identifies the firmware version being used in the Logger. 

Format Version 
This field identifies the format of this file. If the file format changes this 

number will increment. This document is based upon version 2.0. 

Launch Time 

The time of launch is provided as the number of seconds after the Logger 

powered-on. In this example, launch was detected 4957 seconds after 

Logger power-on. 

Empty State Should always be blank. (reserved) 

IMUA LSB This value was used to convert raw IMU accelerometer data to g units.  

Ang Rate LSB 
This value was used to convert raw IMU gyro data to degree/second 

units. 

ADC LSB 
This value was used to convert raw analog (ADXL accelerometer and 

phototransistor) data to Volts.  

us per tick This value was used to convert raw microcontroller timer data to seconds. 

us per Acl smpl 

The sensor sample rate is controlled from LSM330DLC (IMU). This 

field contains the average time between IMU accelerometer “data ready” 

indications that occurred during calibration. According to the IMU 

datasheet this period is nominally 744 microseconds. 

1st Sensor Pg The flash memory page where the beginning of this flight’s data resided. 

Num Sensor Pgs 
The number of flash pages used to hold the flight data. It does not include 

the 6-pages used for the flight header and launch detect data. 

Vbatt Battery voltage 

Tilt Entries 
The size of the tilt data circular buffer matrix. The tilt buffer is 0 to 3 

pages. 

Hdr Cksum 

Header checksum error is in indicated by an ‘E’ in this field. The field is 

empty if the checksum is valid. Depending on where in the header record 

the error occurred, a checksum error indicated in this field may mean the 

entire file is not valid.  

LD Entries The number of entries in the launch detect matrix. 

X LD Impulse 

Y LD Impulse 

Z LD Impulse 

The impulse measured on named axis at the moment launch was 

detected. The X LD Impulse, Y LD Impulse, and Z LD Impulse fields 

should be examined relative to each other.  

LD0 Cksum 

LD1 Cksum 

LD2 Cksum 

LD3 Cksum 

The checksums error status on the four pages of launch detect data. A 

checksum error is indicated by an ‘E’ in this field. The field is empty if 

the checksum is valid. If any of these fields indicate a checksum error, 

the D1 and F2 records may not be valid. 
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Calibration Records (C0 & C1): 

When the Logger is calibrated, the results of the calibration are written to the flash memory. This 

data is copied into each Flight Data File. 

 

 Field Description 

Axis Axis being calibrated. 

RIMUA_+1G Averaged raw IMU accelerometer reading when the specified axis is up.  

RIMUA_-1G 
Averaged raw IMU accelerometer reading when the specified axis is 

down. 

RADXL_+1G 
Averaged raw ADXL accelerometer reading when the specified axis is 

up. 

RADXL_-1G 
Averaged raw ADXL accelerometer reading when the specified axis is 

down. 

RIMUG 
Averaged raw IMU gyro reading when there is no rotation on specified 

axis. 

<blank> A blank column. 

IMUA_+1G 
The RIMUA_+1G field converted to g units using the nominal 

conversion number from the LSM330DLC datasheet. 

IMUA_-1G 
The RIMUA_-1G field converted to g units using the nominal conversion 

number from the LSM330DLC datasheet. 

ADXL_+1G The RADXL_+1G field as Volts applied to the analog port. 

ADXL_-1G The RADXL_-1G field as Volts applied to the analog port. 

IMUG 
The RIMUG field converted to degrees/sec units using the nominal 

conversion number from the LSM330DLC datasheet. 

 

Pad Tilt Records (D0 & D1): 

While the Logger is in Sleeping Mode, it wakes about every 8 seconds to attend to some 

housekeeping. Before it returns to sleep, it reads the IMUs accelerometers and stores the readings 

in a circular buffer. This data is useful in determining the tilt of the launch pad before launch. 

Since the most recent tilt reading may be affected by the beginning of a launch, the most recent 

tilt buffer entries are not written to this file. 
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Field Description 

Idx Circular buffer index. 

X IMUA Tilt 

Y IMUA Tilt 

Z IMUA Tilt 

IMU accelerometer reading on the indicated axis converted to g units 

using IMU datasheet nominal conversion values.  

 

Flight Data Header Record (F0): 

The Flight Data Header applies to both the Launch Detect Data Records and Flight Data 

Records. 

 

Launch Detect Data Record (F2): 

Only IMU accelerometer data is recorded during the Launch Detect State and only the most 

significant 8-bits (of 12) are recorded.  Calibration zero-bias adjustments are not applied to this 

data. 

Field Description 

IMU Status 

This field is always four hexadecimal digits and only the first two digits 

are meaningful for Launch Detect Data.  

1
st
 digit, should be zero. 2

nd
 digit, should be ‘F’.   For more detail, see the 

LSM330DLC datasheet for the definition of the STATUS_REG_A. 

Relative Time 

Time in seconds relative to the moment of Launch Detect. Since the 

Launch Detect data is recorded before the launch detect impulse 

threshold is crossed, this time is negative with respect to the moment of 

launch detect. 

Acl IMU X Gs 

Acl IMU Y Gs 

Acl IMU Z Gs 

IMU acceleration data converted to g units. 
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Flight Data Record (F4): 

Field Description 

IMU Status 

This field is always four hexadecimal digits and only the first two digits 

are meaningful for Launch Detect Data.  

1
st
 digit, should be zero. 2

nd
 digit, should be ‘F’. For more detail, see the 

LSM330DLC datasheet for the definition of the STATUS_REG_A.  

3
rd

 digit, should be zero. 4th digit, can vary.  This hex digit represents a 

4-bit field. The 1
st
 bit is set if any of the other 3 bits are set. 

If the 2
nd

 bit is set then new x-axis gyroscope data is present in this 

record. If not set, then the previous data is re-presented. 

If the 3
rd

 bit is set then new y-axis gyroscope data is present in this 

record. If not set, then the previous data is re-presented. 

If the 4
th

 bit is set then new z-axis gyroscope data is present in this 

record. If not set, then the previous data is re-presented. 

For more detail, see the LSM330DLC datasheet for the definition of the 

STATUS_REG_G. 

Relative Time Time in seconds relative to the moment of Launch Detect.  

Acl IMU X Gs 

Acl IMU Y Gs 

Acl IMU Z Gs 

IMU acceleration data converted to g units. This data is adjusted using 

the calibration zero-bias values. This data is not adjusted by calibration 

scaling factor. 

Acl ADXL X Gs 

Acl ADXL Y Gs 

Acl ADXL Z Gs 

IMU acceleration data converted to g units. This data is adjusted using 

the calibration zero-bias values and is scaled using the calibration scaling 

data. 

In the .xls file, if the “ADXL Scaling” Calibration Adjustment” option 

was not selected in the post-processor, then the value is displayed in 

Volts. 

Gyro X D/S 

Gyro Y D/S 

Gyro Z D/S 

IMU gyroscope data converted to deg/sec units. This data is adjusted 

using the calibration zero-bias values. 

Gyro Temp C 
IMU gyroscope temperature sensor value.  

(Not accurate. The sensor is not measuring ambient temperature.) 

Light Sensor 
Voltage reading from the light sensor circuit.  0 to 3.3V, lower voltages 

are darker. 

Error 

If this field is ‘E’ then the calculated checksum for this record did not 

match the recorded checksum. Rather than using the data from this 

record, post-processing software should interpolate from surrounding 

records. 

index 

10 flight data records are recorded per flash page. The value in this field 

is the index of this record in its flash page. It is useful in tracing the data 

in this record back to the original raw data that was recorded. 
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 Sensor Data Conversion Appendix C: 
This section describes how raw data read from the sensors is converted to the values displayed in 

the Flight.xls file. The conversion procedure considers the format of the data presented by the 

sensor and calibration adjustments.  

The raw data read from sensors is referred to as having LSB (least significant bit) units. The LSB 

value for a specific sensor is provided by the sensor’s datasheet. All conversions begin with these 

LSB units. 

IMU Accelerometer Data Conversion 

According to the LSM330DLC data sheet, when its accelerometer is used in the +/-16g range, 

the least significant bit of the presented data is .012 g. 

So the initial conversion factor is 12 mg/LSB.    

However, closer examination of the LSM330LC shows that the acceleration data is presented as 

12 bits of data left justified in a 16 bit field. When we read the sensor, we will receive 16 bits. 

The sensor data is in the left 12 bits and the right 4 bits are zeros. So accounting for the 4 bits of 

zeros, the initial conversion factor becomes 0.00075 g/LSB. Therefore, the “IMUA LSB” field in 

the flight header shows 0.00075 as this conversion multiplier. 

                          (                
        

   
) 

The IMU acceleration data written to the flight data records also have the calibration zero-bias 

adjustment correction and the calibration scaling adjustment correction applied, so the full 

equations for data in the file are: 

             (                           )                         

             (                           )                         

             (                           )                         

The definition “zero bias adj” and “scaling adj” values are discussed in the Calibration chapter of 

this Logger User’s Guide document. 
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IMU Gyroscope Data Conversion 

According to the LSM330DLC data sheet, when its gyroscope is used in the +/-2000 dps range, 

the least significant bit of the presented data is 70 mdps. So the initial conversion factor is  

0.070 dps/LSB.  Therefore, the “IMUG LSB” field in the flight header shows 0.070 as this 

conversion multiplier. 

                                    
        

   
 

The IMU gyro data written to the flight data records also have the calibration zero-bias 

adjustment correction applied, so the full equations for data in the file are: 

           (                           )           

           (                           )           

           (                           )           

The definition “zero bias adj” values are discussed in the Calibration chapter of this document. 

 

ADXL Accelerometer Data Conversion 

According to the ADXL377 data sheet, the output of the sensor is ratiometric with zero 

nominally located at Vdd/2. At 200 g the output is at Vdd-0.2. At voltages between 0.1 V and 

Vdd-0.2 V, the change in output voltage will track the change in g-force linearly.  

The ADXL outputs feed an inverting amplifier of unit gain and filter circuits. The circuit leaves 

zero at Vdd/2, but inverts the signal about this zero. 

The outputs of the inverting amplifier and filter circuits are read through a multi-channel 10-bit 

analog to digital converter. The acceleration readings made by the MCU will be in the range of 0 

to 1023, with zero nominally at 512. 

For the ADXL, the calibration process produces “zero bias adjustments” and “scaling factors”. 

See the Calibration chapter for a description. These scale factors automatically perform the 

conversion from volts to gs.  

The ADXL scale factors, as described in the Calibration chapter have the form: 

               (
     

(        )  (        )
) 
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The ADXL accelerometer data written to the flight data records in the file use the below 

equations: 

              (                           )                 

              (                           )                 

              (                           )                 
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 Ranges.xml Appendix D: 
The Ranges.xml file specifies the “normal ranges” and limits for various flight parameters. This 

file is provided and can be found in the Post-Processor’s installation directory (usually in 

C:\Program Files\RocketDataLogger). The user may modify this file to enhance it, or place a 

modified copy in a Post-Processor output directory to apply the modified ranges to a specific 

flight. 

The provided file resembles the below… 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- Default Ranges.xml file --> 

<range_data> 

 <name>Rocket Flight</name> 

 <motor_spec class="M1419*"> 

  <name>M1419W</name> 

    <burn_time_min>5.67</burn_time_min> 

  <burn_time_max>6.93</burn_time_max> 

  <impulse_min>33.3</impulse_min> 

  <impulse_max>40.7</impulse_max> 

  <ave_thrust_min>6.39</ave_thrust_min> 

  <ave_thrust_max>7.81</ave_thrust_max> 

 </motor_spec> 

   <launch_phase> 

  <pad_angle_max>15.0</pad_angle_max> 

  <thrust_min>5.0</thrust_min> 

  <side_shock>3.0</side_shock> 

 </launch_phase> 

 <coast_phase> 

  <shock_max>5</shock_max> 

 </coast_phase> 

 <deployment_phase> 

  <duration>11.5</duration> 

  <shock_forward>60</shock_forward> 

  <shock_backward>60</shock_backward> 

  <shock_side>50</shock_side> 

  <light_delay_min>4</light_delay_min> 

  <light_delay_max>11.5</light_delay_max> 

 </deployment_phase> 

 <ave_roll_rate_max>1.75</ave_roll_rate_max> 

</range_data> 
  

We recommend that an XML editor is used if this file is to be modified, to prevent XML 

structural corruption.  

Most of the ranges and limits are easily understood.  
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Wildcard characters in the <motor_spec> element 

Note that the class attribute of the motor_spec element contains an ‘*’. The ‘*’ is a wildcard 

character that will match any number of characters. Any string entered into the Flier/Rocket tab’s 

Motor field that begins with “M1419” will be matched by this motor_spec. A “catch all” 

motor_spec may be created using… 

<motor_spec class="*"> 

... 

</motor_spec"> 
 

Note that elements are matched in the order presented in the file. If a “catch all” element is used, 

it should be the last element in the section. 

Flight Report Title 

The first portion of the flight report title is extracted from… 

<name>Rocket Flight</name> 
 

This phrase may be changed to any phrase that is desired to appear in the flight report header. 

Comments 

The below line is a comment. 

<!-- Default Ranges.xml file --> 
 

XML comments begin with “<!—” and end with “-->”. 
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 Troubleshooting Appendix E: 
Symptom:  

The browser displays the index.xml file as a few text lines rather than a web page with charts. 

This occasionally occurs when Internet Explorer (IE) encounters missing XML files, missing 

XML fields, or XML fields with unusual contents. Other browsers, like Firefox seem to tolerate 

these issues and either process fields correctly or substitute blank fields. If IE encounters this 

situation it displays the index.xml file as text rather than formatting it as a web page and does not 

provide an error message. 

Verify that the Flier.xml file exists in the output directory. The absence of the Flier.xml file will 

cause this behavior in IE. Pressing the “Save Flier Data” button on the Flier/Rocket pane will 

create this file. 

Verify that the index.xsl file exists in the output directory. The absence of the index.xsl file will 

cause this behavior in all browsers. The file can be recreated by either reprocessing the 

Flight.RDT file or by copying an index.xsl file from another output directory. The contents of the 

index.xsl files are the same for all flights. 

Open the index.xml file with Firefox. Look for a field on the web page that is empty, but should 

contain data; or contains corrupted data. This symptom can be caused by typing mistakes made 

when manually editing any of the XML files in the output directory. Correct the editing error or 

regenerate the file using the Post-Processor.  

 


